Simple Tunisian Crochet Scarf
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Materials:
6mm Tunisian crochet hook
100g skein of chunky weight wool
Approx 30g of worsted weight contrasting colour
Wool needle
Scissors

Notes:
Pattern is written in American English terminology. For English (UK) terminology change the following:
(Single crochet = double crochet, half double crochet = half treble, double crochet = treble)
This pattern is made using a double Tunisian crochet, if you’re familiar with the normal Tunisian crochet pattern this is easy to learn:

Start with a ch-2 for height. Yarn over (YO) and insert hook behind the next vertical bar, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull through two loops on hook, leaving one loop on hook as per normal Tunisian stitch, continue as normal on return.

Tension is not important in this project as you continue on until your desired length, but a medium tension should be used for best results.

**Abbreviations used:**
- CH=Chain
- TC=Tunisian crochet
- DTC=Double Tunisian crochet
- SS=slip stitch
- DC=Double crochet
- SC=Single crochet
- HDC=Half double crochet
- F/O=FINISH OFF

**PATTERN:**

1. CH15
2. Work TC foundation row
3. Work DTC stitch as explained below on every row until desired length is achieved

(Scarf shown is 60inches long achieved using 1 skein)

**TO EDGE**

1. Attach contrast to any edge, CH1, SS into every available ST around (note on the sides the stitches can be hard to see just go with your gut and on what you think feels good for the edge, I joined into every available gap I could see), SS into first SS made
2. CH4, SK3, SC into next ST, repeat around til end.

**FLOWER**

1. CH6, SS into first CH to make a ring
2. CH6, DC into the ring you made,
3. CH3, DC into ring 3 more times, CH3, SS into 3rd ST on CH you made at start
4. (SC,HDC,DC,HDC,SC) into each loop you have just made by the chains, all the way around to make the starting petals, SS into staring SC of the round
5. Ch5, SC into gap in-between the petals you’ve just made, repeat til you get back to the starting CH and SS.
6. (SC, HDC, 5DC, HDC, SC) into every chain space made by the 5ch from last round, this will produce petals sitting behind the previous ones.
7. CH5, SC into gap between the petals you’ve just made, repeat until you get back to the starting CH and SS

F/O leave long tail for sewing

Leaf:

1. CH15, SC in 3rd CH from hook, DC in each CH, 3DC in last CH, rotate work so your working on opposite side of the CH, DC until the last 3 CH, SC in last two, SS around to first sc.
2. SS in first ST, SC in next, HDC in next, DC til last ST, 3DC in last, DC around til 4th from end, HDC , SC, SS in next ST’s, finish off.

TO MAKE UP:

Attach flower and leaf using needle and the tails you left on them to the scarf. You can use the needle and thread to further shape the flower and leaf if required.
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Please do recreate or print pattern as your own. Feel free to sell items made using part or full pattern. Please link back to original pattern if mentioning or using photographs of finished products.